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Abstract
We examine the impact of two types of information — document frequency (df) and collection term frequency

(ctf) — on the effectiveness of database selection. We introduce a family of database selection algorithms based on
this information, and compare their effectiveness to two existing database selection approaches, CORI [3] and
gGlOSS [9]. We demonstrate that a simple selection algorithm that uses only document frequency information is
more effective than gGlOSS, and achieves effectiveness that is very close to that of CORI.

1 Introduction
As the number of online databases or collections increases, database or collection selection becomes an

important problem. For a given query, an exhaustive search over all databases can be expensive in terms of time and/
or money. Therefore, there is a need for a selection algorithm that prunes the search space of databases without signif-
icantly reducing retrieval effectiveness.

Database selection is one step in the larger problem of distributed information retrieval which is composed of
three fundamental activities:
• database selection, choosing the specific databases to search;
• searching the chosen databases; and
• merging the results into a cohesive response.

In this work, we focus specifically on database selection. The database selection problem can be described as
follows. Given a query Q and a set of databases {DB1, DB2, ...., DBN}, we are required to rank the databases such
that visiting the databases in that order results in a high retrieval effectiveness for Q. For the experiments reported
here, the performance of a selection technique is measured as how well the technique estimates the given baseline
ranking. Database selection is also called collection selection [3] or text database resource discovery [10].

Several algorithms for database selection have been proposed and independently evaluated [1-4, 8, 9, 12-14,
16-20]. Two well-known selection algorithms, CORI [3] and gGlOSS [9], have been compared to each other, and
CORI has been found to be more effective than gGlOSS when the goal is to locate collections containing the largest
number of relevant documents [6].

In this work we introduce a family of database selection algorithms that use one or both of document fre-
quency (df) information and collection term frequency (ctf) information. We demonstrate that a simple technique that
uses only document frequency information achieves retrieval effectiveness that is close to that of CORI and better
than that of gGlOSS. Adding collection term frequency considerations does not significantly improve, and sometimes
penalizes, retrieval effectiveness.

2 Related Work

2.1 Selection Techniques
The generalized Glossary-Of-Servers Server (gGlOSS) selection algorithm [9] estimates the goodness of

every database with respect to the given query, and then ranks the databases according to the estimated goodness.
gGlOSS needs two matrices of information in order to create its database rankings.
1. The F matrix contains the document frequency for every term-database pair. The document frequency of a term

in a database is the number of documents in the database that contain the term.
2. The W matrix contains, for every term-database pair, the sum of the weights of each term over all the documents

in the database, where the weight of a term with respect to a document is generally a measure of the similarity
between the term and the document.

Gravano and Garcia-Molina define Ideal(t) as the desired ranking of databases for a given query at threshold t. French
et al. [6] discussed the use of Ideal(0) to represent gGlOSS in comparisons of database selection techniques. In this
work, we also use Ideal(0) as the gGlOSS representative.
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The collection retrieval inference network (CORI) selection technique [3] uses the following information to
rank databases:
1. The F matrix and information derivable from it.
2. The number of words (cw) in each collection.

2.2 Testbeds
We evaluate our new df and ctf database selection approaches using three testbeds based on the TIPSTER data

used in TREC [11] conferences. These testbeds — UBC-100, SYM-236 and UDC-2361 — have been used in previ-
ous experiments to measure the impact of database selection on document retrieval effectiveness [15]. They are
defined as follows.
• The UBC-100 (Uniform Byte Count) testbed contains 100 databases, each with approximately 30 megabytes of

data.
• The SYM-236 (Source Year Month) testbed contains 236 databases, and is a decomposition based on the primary

source and the month and year of publication of the documents.
• The UDC-236 (Uniform Document Count) testbed contains 236 databases, each with approximately 2900 docu-

ments.
We used the Concepts field of the TREC topics 51-150 to create the test queries.

2.3 Effectiveness of Different Selection Techniques
For this work, we are concerned with the ability of a database selection technique to approximate a ranking

that represents the desired database selection behaviour (referred to as a baseline). We use three performance metrics,

Rn, R^
n and Pn — the recall and precision analogues used in previous work [7, 9] and described in detail in [5] — to

measure the degree to which a database selection approach approximates a baseline.
In this work, we want to determine the degree to which a database selection approach can locate databases

containing relevant documents. We represent the desired database selection behavior using the RBR (Relevance
Based Ranking) baseline, in which databases are ranked in decreasing order of the number of documents relevant to
each query Q. We construct the RBR baseline ranking from the relevance judgements that are supplied with the
TREC topics. For reference, we also use a simple heuristic ranking, the SBR (Size Based Ranking) baseline, to serve
as an operational lower bound for performance. SBR simply orders databases in decreasing order of the number of
documents per database.

In previous studies [7], it has been demonstrated that gGlOSS estimates Ideal(0) quite well, but is not very
effective when compared against the RBR baseline. It has also been shown that CORI is more effective than gGlOSS
when compared against the RBR baseline [6]. In this work, we add df- and ctf-based database selection approaches to
the comparison.

3 Database Selection Using Df and Ctf Information
The document frequency of a term in a database is defined as the number of documents in which the term

occurs in the database. The collection term frequency of a term in a database is the number of times the term occurs in
all the documents in the database, i.e. the sum of term frequency values over all documents in the database. In our
selection algorithms, we use two factors to estimate the relevance of a database to a query term: df proportion and ctf
proportion. In other words, the estimated relevance of database DBi to a query term tj depends on:

1. dfproportionij = dfij / (df1j + df2j + ....... + dfNj)
2. ctfproportionij = ctfij / (ctf1j + ctf2j + .... + ctfNj)

where dfij is the document frequency of query term tj in database DBi, ctfij is the collection term frequency of query
term tj in database DBi, and N is the number of databases.

Intuitively, of all the documents that contain a given query term, if database DBi has a bigger fraction of such
documents than database DBj, then we estimate that database DBi is more related to the given term than database
DBj. Similarly, of all the occurrences of a given query term (over all documents over all databases), if database DBi

has a bigger fraction of such occurrences than database DBj, then we estimate that database DBi is more related to the
given term than database DBj.

1. A description of these testbeds can be found at http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~cyberia/testbed.html.
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4 Experiments on the UBC-100 Testbed
We first studied the SUM and PROD database selection algorithms. For a query Q containing terms t1, t2, ....,

tq, and a set of databases {DB1, DB2, ......., DBN}, the SUM algorithm estimates the merit of database DBi to Q (use-

fulness of DBi) as: , and PROD estimates the merit of database DBi to Q

as:

where tfj is the term frequency of term tj, that is, the number of times term tj occurs in query Q.

Figure 1 shows the
database selection perfor-
mance of RBR, CORI, SUM,
PROD, Ideal(0) and SBR in
terms of recall analogues Rn

and R^
n, and precision ana-

logue Pn. The SBR algorithm
ranks databases in decreas-
ing order of their size (the
number of documents they
contain). The results show
that both SUM and PROD
perform better than Ideal(0),
but worse than CORI. In all
cases, the selection effective-
ness of SUM is better than
that of PROD.

In an attempt to iso-
late the effects of the two
components — df propor-
tion and ctf proportion — we
broke SUM into the
DFPROP and CTFPROP
selection algorithms. The
DFPROP algorithm esti-
mates the merit of database
DBi

as

The CTFPROP algorithm
estimates the merit of DBi

as

Figure 2 shows the database selection performance of RBR, CORI, DFPROP, SUM, CTFPROP and PROD.
The results show that the performance of CTFPROP is similar to that of PROD, and that the performance of DFPROP
is better than that of SUM, but slightly worse than that of CORI. These results indicate that the df proportion compo-

tf j dfproportionij ctfproportionij+〈 〉×{ }
j 1=

q

∑

tf j dfproportionij ctfproportionij×〈 〉×{ }
j 1=

q

∑

Figure 1: Performance of SUM and PROD
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nent should be given a higher weight than the ctf proportion component, in order to achieve more effective selection.

Our next experiment was designed to determine whether adding a small ctf proportion component improves
the effectiveness of selection. We implemented the CTF20 algorithm, which estimates the merit of database DBi

as .

Figure 3 shows the database selection performance of RBR, CORI, DFPROP, CTF20 and SUM. Table 1

shows the R^
n values for the different selection algorithms. The results show that the performance of CTF20 is

slightly better than that of DFPROP at some observation points, but slightly worse than that of DFPROP at other
observation points. Therefore, the addition of a small ctf proportion component as described above did not improve

Figure 2: Performance of DFPROP and CTFPROP
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the effectiveness of database selection in a noticeable manner.

n RBR CORI DFPROP CTF20 SUM

1 0.101 0.053 0.051 0.052 0.051

11 0.557 0.363 0.350 0.354 0.355

21 0.770 0.574 0.570 0.572 0.567

31 0.885 0.738 0.731 0.724 0.719

41 0.950 0.850 0.844 0.842 0.836

51 0.981 0.925 0.915 0.913 0.903

61 0.993 0.959 0.950 0.947 0.940

71 0.998 0.981 0.972 0.970 0.967

Figure 3: Performance of CTF20
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Table 1: R^
n values for CTF20

CORI uses an icf (inverse collection frequency) component to do database selection. The icf component is a
form of global information (information over all databases). DFPROP also uses a form of global information — the
(df1j + df2j + .... + dfNj) component used to calculate dfproportionij. In our next experiment, we studied the effect of
adding an icf component to DFPROP, thus emphasizing the global information component. The DFPROP-ICF algo-

rithm estimates the merit of database DBi as

where icfj is the inverse
collection frequency of
term tj. The collection fre-

quency of term tj is denoted
by cfj, and is the number of
collections (databases) in
which tj occurs. If the num-
ber of collections is N,

.

Figure 4 shows the
database selection perfor-
mance of RBR, CORI,
DFPROP, DFPROP-ICF
and SUM. The results show
that the performance of
DFPROP-ICF is worse than
that of DFPROP.

Of all the selection
algorithms studied above,
CORI performs the best,
followed by DFPROP. The
performance of Ideal(0) is
consistently worse than that
of DFPROP. In order to test
the significance of these
performance differences,
we performed a paired Wil-
coxon signed rank test on
the Rn values. The results
showed that CORI was sig-
nificantly better than
DFPROP at 79 out of the
100 observation points, and
that DFPROP was signifi-
cantly better than Ideal(0) at 99 observation points.

81 1.000 0.991 0.988 0.988 0.983

91 1.000 0.997 0.995 0.996 0.996

100 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

n RBR CORI DFPROP CTF20 SUM

tf j dfproportionij icf j×〈 〉×{ }
j 1=

q

∑

Figure 4: Performance of DFPROP-ICF
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5 Performance on the SYM-236 Testbed
The SYM-236 testbed contains 236 databases organized by source, year and month. Figure 5 shows the data-

base selection performance of RBR, CORI, DFPROP, Ideal(0) and SBR. Again, DFPROP performs better than
Ideal(0), but worse than CORI. The Wilcoxon significance tests on the Rn values show that CORI is significantly bet-
ter than DFPROP at 96 out of 236 observation points. DFPROP is significantly better than Ideal(0) at 111 observation
points, and Ideal(0) is significantly better than DFPROP at 2 observation points.

6 Performance on the UDC-236 Testbed
The UDC-236 testbed contains 236 databases with approximately the same number of documents. Figure 6

shows the database selection performance of RBR, CORI, DFPROP and Ideal(0). DFPROP performs worse than
CORI, and better than Ideal(0), except when the number of databases selected is very small, where Ideal(0) performs
better than DFPROP. The Wilcoxon significance tests on the Rn values show that CORI is significantly better than
DFPROP at 206 out of 236 observation points. DFPROP is significantly better than Ideal(0) at 183 observation
points, and Ideal(0) is significantly better than DFPROP at 1 observation point.

Figure 5: Performance of DFPROP on SYM-236
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We hypothesize that the
reason for the difference in per-
formance between DFPROP
and CORI (especially when a
small number of databases are
selected) is that DFPROP has a
bias towards databases that con-
tain long documents. The UDC-
236 testbed includes two data-
bases — PATN.01 and
PATN.02 — that are composed
of very long documents. A long
document is likely to have a
bigger vocabulary than a shorter
one, and consequently, the
probability of a given term
occurring in the long document
is higher than the probability of
the term occurring in the shorter
document. We hypothesize that
longer documents are likely to
contain query terms without
actually being relevant to the
query. Such a scenario would
cause DFPROP to rank data-
bases with long documents
higher, while CORI might avoid
this pitfall because of its cw
(collection words) component.
We examined the DFPROP and
CORI results, and found that
for 28% of the queries,
DFPROP ranked PATN.01
among the top 5 databases, even
though PATN.01 had no docu-
ments that were relevant to the query. In contrast, CORI ranked PATN.01 among the top 5 databases for only 4% of
the queries. For 29% of the queries, DFPROP ranked PATN.02 among the top 5 databases, even though PATN.02 had
no documents that were relevant to the query. CORI ranked PATN.02 among the top 5 databases for only 3% of the
queries. In the case of CORI, only 6% of the queries were affected by having PATN.01 or PATN.02 or both, among
the top 5 databases. In the case of DFPROP, 34% of the queries were affected by having PATN.01 or PATN.02 or
both, among the top 5 databases. These results seem to support our hypothesis that DFPROP performs worse than
CORI because of a size bias towards databases with longer documents.

7 Conclusions
We have introduced a new database selection algorithm — DFPROP — that uses only document frequency

information in the form of df proportions. DFPROP uses less information than Ideal(0), but performs better on all
three TREC testbeds that we used. Unlike gGlOSS, the information used by DFPROP does not depend on the index-
ing strategy of the individual databases. DFPROP also uses less information than CORI, and achieves a large portion
of the performance benefit of CORI.

We have demonstrated that our simple DFPROP algorithm works well for three different types of testbeds. We
hypothesize that the gap between the performance of CORI and DFPROP is because of DFPROP's bias towards data-
bases with long documents. In future work, we hope to discover the cause of this performance gap, and to explore the
effects of adding information that will improve the selection effectiveness of our algorithm.

Figure 6: Performance of DFPROP on UDC-236
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